Student Advisory Board for Security
Wednesday, November 20, 2019
5:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Remington Conference Room

AGENDA

• Welcome
  Connor Scott

• Last Meeting Review
  Connor Scott

  Notes from last meeting to be sent for student review

• VP for Security Search Update
  Connor Scott

  No new information to report at this time

• Interactive Map
  Connor Scott/Sarah Gaylord

  VP Scott introduced the map to the group, discussing the reason behind its creation, the purpose and why Security believes this is an important addition to the JH community;

  Sarah Gaylord showed map data in detail and how to use it (sorting data, specific crime types, and locations), students asked questions;

  Discussion about the Blue Jay Shuttle having an up to date map like this for better tracking purposes. VP Scott noted this is something we are hoping to work on in the future.

• K9 Team Presentation & Demo
  Kevin Lindstadt/Andrew Welch

  K9s Dexo and Bax were introduced to the group. Our Canine Administrator, Captain Lindstadt discussed the program with the meeting participants. He noted the dogs are trained to sniff for explosives (which was demonstrated after the presentation).

• Next Meeting: Tuesday, January 28, 2020 @ 8:30 a.m. (no December meeting)